Tintern Middle School Leaders

Kimberley Maher

Kate Swain

Southwood Middle School Leaders

Vishnu Pillay

Mitchell Wooller
2016 Middle Schools House Captains

Butterss/Cross Captains

Eddie Yu

Sophie Glasson

Jade Fitzpatrick

Dann/Watt Captains

Brock Hayden

Carly Wansborough

Jemma Thornton

Gordon/Grant Captains

Sahan Kaluarachchi

Gemma Bettess

Lizzie Whitbourn
Mansfield/McKie—Captains

Daniel Boss
Olivia Adkins
Molly Fleming

Somner/Stewart—Captains

Aiden Malojer
Jasmin Amiet
Erin Doupe
ART LEADERS

Jai Van Der Wert

Jasmin Liew

SUSTAINABILITY LEADER

Rose Russell

Ryan Hem

SPORTS LEADERS

Matthew Evans

Joel Pearce-Schmidt

Sophie Cookes